CV Exams of Macroscopic Anatomy I.

Dear Students,

I would like to inform you the exam period starts on May 18. The CV exams are exclusively online Moodle tests (no practical part) in the spring semester due to the coronavirus pandemic. We organizing CV exams only four times and they are held on the first, second, fifth and sixth weeks of the exam period. The tests consist of 40 multiple and single choice questions and they take 40 minutes. The pass rate is 60% (24 points).

Only those students are entitled to take the test on the exam day who registered for it in the Neptun system before. The exam tests protected by passwords, what we are going to publish in Moodle before the tests start. If a student opens the exam test with the password, the exam is considered started and an exam opportunity is used, regardless of whether he / she registered for the exam in the Neptun system on that day.

NOTE: You have as many opportunities to attempt the CV exam as there are opportunities left from the previous exam period.

Only those students can take the Macroscopic Anatomy II. exam and the optional pre exam on the 14th week of academic period who passed the Macroscopic Anatomy I. exam.

Sándor Katz MD, PhD
Course Director